10/10/14 - Atlanta, GA
Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) hosted a field trip visit by SPSU engineering and IT students. It was an eye-opening experience for the students to hear about the data telecom industry, technologies, and solutions, directly from the industry experts! The last hour was very engaging as discussions focused on career, jobs, and interviewing advices. Students walked away feeling very energized and excited about their future. A huge thanks to the HDS team, especially Audra Browning, for organizing the visit!

“It was an exciting and interactive seminar, with many questions from the audience answered in a very professional way by the company reps.”

“I really benefitted from the employment recommendations about networking, and about the Atlanta professional groups (TAG, ATP)”

“...I really enjoyed myself...”

AGENDA
Introduction to Hitachi and welcome
Chip Daley, District Manager, Hitachi

HDS overview: products, size, culture and how we fit in the storage industry
Michael Goode, District SE Manager, Hitachi

Hitachi virtual Storage platform overview: architecture, hardware, software, applications
Joey Kusky, SR Engineer

Hitachi IT solutions deployed at Kennesaw State
Joey Kusky and Matt Olson, Edge Solutions

Engineering Career Opportunities at Hitachi Data Systems
Michael Goode

Alternate Careers with Hitachi Partners
Matt Olson